SuccessEd Partners with Easy Sped and Easy Sped Tracker Working Together for our Customers
(March 15, 2017 – Frisco, Texas) SuccessEd, the innovative software provider for educators, is proud to
announce an integration partnership with Easy Sped LLC, the makers of the data collection and reporting
solution, Easy Sped Tracker.
“SuccessEd is committed to working with our software partners to deliver the best, most productive
user experience possible. Together, we can better help teachers help kids," says Jim Bridges, SuccessEd
CEO. “That is why we are so excited to announce this new partnership with Easy Sped, LLC and their
wonderful Easy Sped Tracker solution. Like our SuccessEd applications, Easy Sped Tracker is all about
increasing compliance while saving teachers time with data reporting. Our two organizations already
share many common customers and this data integration will allow us to serve them even better,”
added Bridges.
Kara Stone, Special Education Teacher and creator of Easy Sped Tracker said, “Our tagline is ‘Simple.
Smart Reporting.’, which is exactly what SuccessEd is and does for their clients. Users of Easy Sped
Tracker will automatically be provided the required services agreed to in the IEP meeting. This will
alleviate the need to re-key the required student information and maintain accuracy.” Stone added, “I
am excited to partner with SuccessEd. A joint focus on customer relations and efficiency makes this a
natural partnership.”
Anita Barsalou, Director of Product Management for SuccessEd remarks, "At SuccessEd, we are proud of
the job we do in helping teachers develop the plans and services that will best satisfy the needs of their
individual students. Once those plans are in place, those services must be delivered and the associated
time invested must be tracked. That is what Easy Sped Tracker does so well. Now, through this
important data integration, we are bringing these two parts of the process even closer together. With
more and more of our customers using Easy Sped Tracker, we expect this integration to be very well
received,” added Barsalou.
About SuccessEd
Founded in 1994, SuccessEd is an innovative educational software provider that puts time-saving data
management tools in the hands of educators. SuccessEd helps educators track compliance and services
provided to students in special education, Section 504, Dyslexia, RtI, and ELL.
SuccessEd combines the latest in technology with expert knowledge and experience. Use of our
programs results in actionable data that enables continuous review of the effectiveness of implemented
strategies and compliance with federal regulations. Our solutions give teachers and staff more time
with students, thereby creating opportunities for every student to be successful.
About Easy Sped, LLC.
Easy Sped Tracker was developed by and for special education teachers to save time while meeting data
collection and reporting requirements for Inclusion, Content Mastery and Sped Intervention. Our indepth knowledge and 20+ years’ experience has allowed our team to create a unique solution to meet
Sped reporting needs. Not only does the Easy Sped Tracker save Sped teachers time, but it allows Sped
Administrators immediate access to the data. Easy Sped, LLC is committed to finding solutions to

streamline the data reporting process in areas other than Special Education. The Easy RTI Tracker will be
available in August 2017 to meet the needs for Tier 2 and Tier 3 data collection.

